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Abstract
We propose a framework for holistic static and
animated 3D scene generation from diverse
text descriptions. Prior works of scene genera-
tion rely on static rule-based entity extraction
from natural language description. However,
this limits the usability of a practical solution.
To overcome this limitation, we use one of
state-of-the-art architecture - TransformerXL.
Instead of rule-based extraction, our frame-
work leverages the rich contextual encoding
which allows us to process a larger range (di-
verse) of possible natural language descrip-
tions. We empirically show how our pro-
posed mechanism generalizes even on novel
combinations of object-features during infer-
ence. We also show how our framework
can jointly generate static and animated 3D
scene efficiently. We modify CLEVR to gen-
erate a large, scalable dataset - Integrated
static and animated 3D scene (Iscene). Data
preparation code and pre-trained model avail-
able at - https://github.com/oaishi/
3DScene_from_text.
1 Introduction
Rendering refers to the process which converts
source materials into a realistic scene. In produc-
tion, the characters, textures and animations are
generated first, the layout is then set up with these
predefined materials to render the final scene on a
renderer (Burley et al., 2018; Kerlow, 2009). Al-
though there is no alternative to human intervention
for modelling high-quality materials, many func-
tionalities are repetitive for each story plot- for ex-
ample, the action of the characters (i.e, walk, jump,
laugh etc). A system that can take text description
and automatically generate the scene layout for
rendering could improve accessibility substantially.
The use case of such a system also advances to
other domains such as gaming, simulation, interior
design etc.
The concept of scene generation from nat-
ural language description was first introduced
by (Adorni and Di Manzo, 1983). (Coyne and
Sproat, 2001) first developed a system that takes a
text description and renders a scene. However, the
input text description needs to follow a certain pat-
tern otherwise the rendered scene might not be con-
sistent and meaningful. Later, the study has been
more advanced by the advancement in machine
learning (Chen and Manning, 2014; Goodfellow
et al., 2014; Kipf and Welling, 2016). Many stud-
ies successfully generate 3D indoor scene (Chang
et al., 2014, 2015, 2017) and interaction with ob-
jects (Balint et al., 2015; Krishnaswamy and Puste-
jovsky, 2016). However, the prior studies are often
restricted to a static rule-based entity and relation-
ship extraction which limits the scope of usability.
As the choice of words and syntax varies from
person-to-person, a practical solution needs to be
able to process diverse text descriptions. Further-
more, the scope of prior works has been limited to
either static scene or interaction between objects.
In this study, we focus on the holistic generation
of static and animated scene from diverse text de-
scriptions. For this task, we prepare a wider range
of description families than reported before, which
are created to cover various types of possible de-
scriptions of a scene. We deploy one of the state-of-
the-art neural models, TransformerXL (Dai et al.,
2019) for mapping the description to the abstract
scene layout. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first study to deploy Transformer based module
for 3D scene generation. We design a Blender pro-
gram, referred to as script in the literature (Blender,
2020) which sets up and renders scenes with the
extracted layout from our neural model. Overall,
we focus on the following research questions in
this study:
RQ1: Can we process a larger range of possi-
ble natural language scene descriptions without
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depending on rule-based entity and relation extrac-
tion? Can we leverage the deep context encoding of
TransformerXL for this task? Will TransformerXL
generalize well in all scenario?
RQ2: Can we jointly generate static and ani-
mated 3D scene using the same framework?
We provide an empirical study of our proposed
framework in support of these research questions.
Our contributions are as follows -
• We propose a novel two-stage framework for
holistic static and animated 3D scene genera-
tion from diverse text descriptions. Our pro-
posed framework leverages state-of-the-art ar-
chitecture to process a wider range of possible
natural language description.
• We generate Integrated Static and Animated
Scene Generation(IScene) dataset. Iscene is
generated programmatically under a physics-
based render engine which can be further ex-
tended and scaled easily.
• We provide empirical analysis of how our
framework captures the natural language con-
texts efficiently and generates both static and
animated scenes efficiently. We also demon-
strate the ability of our approach to control
scene objects even during inference.
2 Related Work
In this section, we overview previous works on
related tasks.
2.1 3D scene synthesis from text description
The concept of scene generation from natu-
ral language description was first introduced in
1983 (Adorni and Di Manzo, 1983). Words-
eye (Coyne and Sproat, 2001) first implemented a
pipeline which takes natural description and ren-
ders a static scene. However, their generated scene
might not always be coherent. (Seversky and Yin,
2006) designed a system which allows users to
generate the final scene in an interactive manner
from input voice and text description, where user
can choose the input scene objects. (Chang et al.,
2014, 2015) maps the input text description into a
dependency graph (Chen and Manning, 2014) and
learns spatial knowledge. The dependency graph is
used to find out relative positioning of the scene ob-
jects. (Chang et al., 2017) allows to edit the scene
and view from a specific position using natural lan-
guage description and given input scene. (Savva
et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016) learns interaction
with daily life objects from real-world examples
and generates these interactions from given input
description. Similarly, (Krishnaswamy and Puste-
jovsky, 2016; Balint et al., 2015) generates ani-
mated scenes on a corpus of a limited amount of
motions and objects. (Ma et al., 2018) can edit an
input scene as per text instruction. They learn pair
and group-wise positioning and existence of scene
objects for coherence.
2.2 3D scene synthesis from Layout
(Merrell et al., 2011; Fisher et al., 2012) learns rel-
ative positioning from a scene database layout and
synthesize a diverse set of plausible new scene lay-
outs from a given input scene. (Fisher et al., 2015)
provides functional plausibility of an arrangement
of objects from an input 3D scan using an activ-
ity model learned from an annotated 3D scene and
model database. (Zhou et al., 2019) proposes a neu-
ral message-passing approach to complete a given
incomplete 3D scene and predict object type at a
specific query location. (Wang et al., 2019) gen-
erates completes floor graph with object instances
and positioning from input empty or incomplete
graph. The graph is further used to instantiate a 3D
scene by iterative insertion of 3D models. (Zhang
et al., 2020) presents a fast framework for indoor
scene synthesis, given a room geometry and a list
of objects with learnt priors. (Chen et al., 2020)
proposes a novel 3D-house generation architecture.
Their system takes linguistic description as input
and uses Graph Convolutional Network to predict
the room layout. Their system also includes a gen-
erative adversarial network module which gener-
ates floor textures of each room. The textures and
layout are passed to the renderer to generate the
final 3D house layout.
2.3 Image and video generation from text
description
Over last decade, many studies proposed novel
generative models for generating image from text
description using Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) and Variational
Autoencoder (Kingma and Welling, 2013). (Zhang
et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018; Reed et al., 2016; Chen
et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2016; Mansimov et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2019a) propose various kinds of novel
architecture for generating images from text. (John-
son et al., 2018) generate images from scene graph.
Some recent studies are focusing on image gener-
ation from text in an iterative manner where one
or two actors engage in giving instruction about
the scene (El-Nouby et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2017;
Cheng et al., 2018; Benmalek et al., 2018; Tan et al.,
2019; Sharma et al., 2018).
(Li et al., 2019b) generates a series of images
which form a story altogether. A related study
is to generate video from story plot (Gupta et al.,
2018). (Pan et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018) generate
videos from caption.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study on the inclusion of Transformer for scene
generation from diverse text descriptions. Further-
more, we show how our pipeline generates both
static and animated scenes which have not been
studied before as our best knowledge.
3 Our Objective
For our task of joint generation of static and ani-
mated scene from diverse text descriptions, we fo-
cus on the dataset- CLEVR (A Diagnostic Dataset
for Compositional Language and Elementary Vi-
sual Reasoning) (Johnson et al., 2017), extensively
used in the literature. CLEVR is generated in
the Blender Engine (Blender, 2020), using ran-
dom combinations of primitives (Sphere, Cube and
Cylinder) and object-features (color, shape, size
and texture). CLEVR also provides Compositional
Generalization Test (CoGenT), where the dataset is
divided under two conditions (conditionA, condi-
tionB). Their homepage provides more details on
the dataset 1. We modify CLEVR to generate our
Integrated Static and Animated Scene Generation
(IScene) dataset.
We work on CLEVR for the following reasons.
First, the object types, object features, location and
camera position of each associated scene used in
CLEVR are publicly available. Hence, we can use
this information as ground truth to validate our ap-
proach. Second, CLEVR use question template
for visual reasoning. These question templates
use the ground truth information for generating
diverse types of questions. Similarly, we can de-
sign description template for generating diverse
types of descriptions. Third, each object has a
minimum four associated features which provides
a wide range of possible combinations and scene
description.
1https://cs.stanford.edu/people/
jcjohns/clevr/
We will validate our approach from the following
perspective:
1. Ability of our approach on similar data
patterns: We will test our trained model on a simi-
lar combination of object features seen during train-
ing (referred to as conditionA/condA in CLEVR).
The result will show how our framework captures
known data patterns. We will use non-overlapping
data points to train, test and validate our model.
2. Ability of our approach on novel data pat-
terns: We want to test how our model performs on
a novel combination of object features during infer-
ence (referred to as conditionB/condB in CLEVR).
For example, any data points including red cube is
not present in the training set. During inference, we
will test our model on data points containing red
cube. The result will show how our model adapts
to new data patterns.
3. Editability of our approach: We want to
test if our framework can provide us edit control.
We will provide separate instances of the same
scene objects to our renderer script and analyze if
these are executed correctly.
For each of the aforementioned validation task,
we consider both static and animated 3D scenes.
4 IScene dataset
Our framework will take text descriptions as input
and generate the corresponding 3D scene. Hence,
each data point in our dataset will comprise of nat-
ural language scene description and corresponding
parameters of the 3D scene. For the current scope
of our work, we consider three description families:
Narrative, Semi-Narrative and Quantitative for our
diverse text description. A narrative description
contains a detailed description of the scene, infor-
mation about each feature of each object type is
mentioned. In figure 2, we can see each object-
feature of the cube (color: yellow, size: large, tex-
ture: metal) is mentioned the narrative description.
In practical cases, very detailed information of a
scene might not always be available. To allow our
framework to perform under the restricted scope
of description, we consider semi-narrative descrip-
tions. A semi-narrative will discard a randomly
chosen feature about each object in a scene. In
figure 2, we can see that size of the cube is not
mentioned in the semi-narrative description. A
quantitative description is a high-level abstraction
of a scene where only the number of objects present
in the scene are included. In figure 2, we can see
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Figure 1: Different Distribution of our Dataset
that there are two spheres present in the scene and
corresponding quantitative description. We use
templates to generate the corresponding descrip-
tions based on the ground truth information. These
description templates can be extended further to
generate various types of description.
Color: Green
Shape: Cylinder
Size: Large
Texture: Rubber
Color: Brown
Shape: Sphere
Size: Large
Texture: Metal
Color: Brown
Shape: Sphere
Size: Large
Texture: Rubber
Color: Yellow
Shape: Cube
Size: Large
Texture: Metal
Narrative: There is a large yellow shiny cube, a large brown
shiny sphere, a large green matte cylinder and a large brown matte
sphere.
Semi-Narrative: There is a yellow shiny cube, a large brown
sphere, a large matte cylinder and a large brown matter object.
Quantitative: There are two spheres, one cube and a cylinder in
the scene.
Figure 2: An example static scene with corresponding
description of each category
For an animated scene, we enhance ground truth
information from CLEVR by inducing motion fol-
lowing (Girdhar and Ramanan, 2020). For the cur-
rent scope of our work, we consider five simple
atomic motions - Spin, Bounce, Shake, Move and
Frame_1 Frame_15 Frame_30
Frame_45 Frame_60 Frame_75
A cyan large rubber cube is spinning, a red small metal sphere is bouncing, a purple 
large metal cylinder is moving back and forth, a brown small cylinder is moving 
forward and a blue large metal sphere is still.    
Figure 3: An example animated scene with correspond-
ing narrative description
Rest. We assign a motion with each scene object
randomly. The effect of rest and spin are seem-
ingly the same for cylinder and sphere, hence we
do not consider spin for these two shapes in our
data preparation. Figure 1d reports the distribu-
tion of the five motions in our dataset. Apart from
spin, the distribution of the rest four motions are
even. Due to the restriction over the motion - spin,
it’s occurrence is lower than the rest. We gener-
ate motions as program templates which can be
further extended to include a new variety of mo-
tions. The recorded animations are three seconds
long in default. However, it can be tuned as well.
The scene description for animated scenes is gener-
ated similar to the static scenes under three families
as described above. An example animated scene
from our dataset with the corresponding narrative
Draw a cyan spinning 
large rubber cube, a 
red bouncing small 
metal sphere, a purple 
shaking large metal 
cylinder, a moving 
brown small cylinder 
and a still blue large 
metal sphere.    
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Figure 4: Our architecture. We first encode the scene description in a encoded vector using TransformerXL. Our
novel decoder extracts the features of each objects. These abstract feature levels (abstract layout) are passed to the
renderer to render which render the final static and/or animated scene.
description is shown in Figure 3.
Description
Family
Static Scene
Description
Animated Scene
Description
Narrative
Train: 4,90,000
condA: 1,05,000
condB: 1,05,000
Train: 5,60,000
condA: 1,20,000
condB: 1,20,000
Semi-
Narrative
Train: 2,10,000
condA: 45,000
condB: 45,000
Train: 2,10,000
condA: 45,000
condB: 45,000
Quanti-
tative
Train: 2,10,000
condA: 45,000
condB: 45,000
Train: 2,10,000
condA: 45,000
condB: 45,000
Total 13,00,000 14,00,000
Table 1: Total count of our dataset
There are multiple options and degrees of com-
plicacy to describe a scene. For preparing our stan-
dard train-test-validation set, we prepare 13 and
14 description templates for static and animated
scenes respectively which are further diversified
by using synonyms. The total count of our dataset
is shown in Table 1. The distribution of each de-
scription family for static and animated scenes are
shown in Figure 1g. We also provide some more in-
sights into our IScene dataset. Figure 1e, 1a, 1b, 1c
reports the distribution of color, texture, size and
shape respectively. As we can see, the distribution
of each of these object-features in both static and
animated scenes are even. Figure 1f reports the
distribution of missing object-feature information
in semi-narrative and qualitative description. It
is worth mentioning, all plausible biases are care-
fully discarded by weighted loss calculation during
training the model (Section 5.4).
5 Our Framework
In this section, we describe different components
of our framework. Our framework has three major
components: Description Encoder (Section 5.1),
Hidden2ObjectFeature Decoder (Section 5.2) and
Scene Renderer (Section 5.6). Figure 4 shows the
overall architecture of our framework.
5.1 Description Encoder
To encode our scene description into a deep contex-
tual vector, we use one of state-of-the-art architec-
tures, TransformerXL (Dai et al., 2019).We use the
pretrained model of TransformerXL from Hugging-
Face Distribution (Wolf et al., 2019). Transform-
ers are proven to work well to capture the context
and encode the information in a meaningful vector
space. The motivation of including TransformerXL
is to allow our framework capture the usefulness
under low-resource constraints. The encoding is
done according to the following equation:
H0 = E(Td) (1)
Where Td is the scene description containing d
words, H0 ∈ Rd×1024 represents the encoded hid-
den vectors for all the input words and E(.) is the
pretrained TransformerXL model (as encoder).
5.2 Hidden2ObjectFeature Decoder
We propose a novel decoder, Hid-
den2ObjectFeature which maps the encoder
hidden space to object-feature distribution. The
extracted object-features create an abstract layout
which is then passed to the scene renderer to
generate 3D scene.
We use single-layer uni-directional
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
for our base decoder unit. We apply atten-
tion (Bahdanau et al., 2014) on the encoded hidden
vectors(Section 5.1), H0 and previous hidden
state, ht−1. Attention mechanism allows us the
understand and capture the corresponding portions
of input description which are more important
while generating a specific output token. For
example, intuitively, the words ”a cyan spinning
large rubber cube” are most important while
generating the cube as output in Figure 4. We will
further analyze the output of our attention layer in
Section 7.
After applying attention on H0 and ht−1, we get
the context vector, cˆt. The addition of cˆt and in-
put, it - is passed through the LSTM layer. Specifi-
cally,
at = tanh(W1H0 +W2ht−1 + b1) (2)
aˆt = softmax(W3at + b2) (3)
cˆt = aˆtH0 (4)
yt, ht = LSTM(cˆt + it, ht−1) (5)
Here Wn, bn, hn in the formula specify weight ma-
trices, biases and hidden vectors respectively, aˆt is
the attention distribution over input vectors H0 for
generating the output yt as time-step t. The input
it is generated by the N embedding layers of the
decoder, in the previous time step t− 1 (discussed
later in Section 5.3)
The output, yt from LSTM is expected to be
representing one object in the scene. yt is passed
through N separate dense layers to generate N
object-features, where N is the number of object-
features. The motivation is to predict each object-
feature separately, because they are mutually inde-
pendent. Let ft = [ft,1, ft,2, . . . , ft,N ] be N object-
features generated from yt. ft,i ∈ ft can be
calculated using the Equation 6. This is depicted
as Object Feature Extractors in Figure 4.
ft,i = softmax(Wfi yt + bfi) (6)
Here, Wfi and bfi are the weight and bias of the
dense layer that generates the i− th object-feature
ft,i.
5.3 Multi Decoder-Embedding
To further ensure equal emphasis of each object-
feature, the input for the next state is obtained
from the object-features of the current state. For
each of the object-features, there is one unique em-
bedding layer i(.), generating the object-feature-
embedding vector embt,i according to Equation
7.
embt,i = i(ft,i) (7)
The embedding vectors
[embt,1, embt,2, . . . , embt,N ] are concatenated
to generate the input vector it+1, which is then
summed with the context vector generated by the
attention mechanism (as shown in Equation 5).
5.4 Loss Function
Intuitively, each object-feature plays an equal role
for a successful scene generation. Hence, we cal-
culate weighted negative log likelihood loss2 for
each object-feature. The weighting in considered
to nullify any bias in the dataset.
For calculating the loss, the rescaling weight
given to each class is calculated according to the
distribution of object-features of our dataset. This
distribution is depicted in Figure 1.
5.5 Object-Feature Accuracy Metric
As each object-feature is equally important for
a successful scene generation, during evaluation
we check if each object-feature, f ji of each object
matches with the ground truth information, tji . So,
the Object-Feature Accuracy3, acc, can be derived
using Equation 8 and 9.
acc =
1
l ∗ n
l∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
aji (8)
aji =
{
0 if f ji 6= tji
1 otherwise
(9)
Here, l refer to number of objects in the scene
and n is the number of object-features for each of
the objects.
2https://pytorch.org/docs/master/
generated/torch.nn.NLLLoss.html
3Object-Feature Accuracy Calculation code - https:
//github.com/oaishi/3DScene_from_text/
blob/master/scripts/evaluation_metric.py
5.6 Scene Renderer
To render the final 3D scene from the abstract lay-
out output of decoder, we prepare a Blender scene
renderer script. Our script takes the layout and per-
form all necessary post-processing which includes
camera setup, light positioning, 3D model loading
and animation setup. An important functionality
of scene renderer is to remove ambiguities such as
collision among scene objects.
6 Experiment
In this section, we overview our experimental setup
(Section 6.1), evaluation metrics (Section 6.2) and
hyperparameter settings (Section 6.3).
6.1 Experimental Setup
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been
any prior study on holistic static and animated 3D
scene generation from diverse text descriptions.
Hence, We conduct and evaluate our study three
variations of our baseline model. Our first model,
Mstatic is trained on static scene descriptions. Our
second model, Manimated is trained on animated
scene descriptions. Our third and final model is an
oracle model, Mfull that is trained on both static
and animated scene descriptions. We prepare a sep-
arate train, validation and test set for each model.
The overview of the data count used for each model
configuration is used in Table 2. It is worth men-
tioning, each train, validation and test set contain
non-overlapping data points extracted from the to-
tal dataset (Table 1).
Model Train Validation Test
Mstatic 1,00,000
condA: 5000
condB: 5000
condA: 6400
condA : 6400
Manimated 1,00,000
condA: 5000
condB: 5000
condA: 6400
condB: 6400
Mfull
s: 50,000
a: 50,000
condA: 2500(s) + 2500(a)
condB: 2500(s) + 2500(a)
condA: 3200(s) + 3200(a)
condB: 3200(s) + 3200(a)
Table 2: Train-Validation-Test Split (s and a denote
static and animated description respectively)
6.2 Evaluation Metric
We evaluate our framework on the following met-
rics.
6.2.1 Object-Feature Accuracy
As discussed in Section 5.5, we evaluate if each
object-feature is the same as the ground truth
object-feature information. Object-feature accu-
racy will show how accurately our decoder (Sec-
tion 5.2) can capture the natural language descrip-
tion.
6.2.2 Structural Similarity Index (SSIM)
Structural Similarity Index (Wang et al., 2004) is a
standard metric for predicting the perceived quality
of images and videos (Li et al., 2019b). After the
final scene is rendered (Section 5.6), we use SSIM
to compare the generated image (static scene) and
video (animated scene) with the ground truth. The
result will show how accurately our framework can
generate scenes with respect to ground truth as well
as capture the natural language description.
6.3 Hyperparameter Settings
Throughout our experiments, we use the follow-
ing hyperparameter settings. We train each of our
models on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 for 78
hours.
• Batch size, b = 520
• Learning rate = 0.01
• Dropout Rate = 0.1
• Teacher Forcing Ratio = 50%
• LSTM Hidden State Dimension = b × 1024
(following H0 (Section 5.1))
• LSTM Input Dimension = b× 1024
• Dense Layer Input Dimension = b× 1024
• Dense Layer Output Dimension = b× ft
7 Result and Discussion
We train each of our models for around 120 epochs
with a validation step after every 10 epochs. As
Figure 6 reports, the expected performance stabi-
lizes and the error decreases significantly after 120
epochs. At this point, We report our final accuracy
over the metrics discussed in Section 6.2 in Table 3
Model
Known combination Novel combination
Obj. Feature
Accuracy
SSIM
Obj. Feature
Accuracy
SSIM
Mstatic 98.427 0.801 94.270 0.809
Manimated 97.482 0.906 93.234 0.857
Mfull 94.910
s: 0.812
a: 0.849
90.040
s: 0.813
a: 0.888
Table 3: Accuracy of our models on test set (s and a
denote static and animated description respectively)
Frame_0 Frame_29 Frame_58 Frame_90
A large rocking yellow sphere, a small moving brown shiny object, a moving 
red shiny cylinder, a moving green shiny cylinder, a small moving shiny cube 
and a bouncing yellow matte sphere. 
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A large purple shiny sphere, a large green shiny sphere, a small 
green shiny sphere, a large yellow shiny cube, a large red shiny 
cylinder, a large red shiny cylinder, a large green shiny sphere, a 
small blue shiny cube and a large gray mae cube.
Figure 5: Successful example of generated and ground truth static scene with corresponding narrative description
(left) & generated and ground truth animated scene with corresponding semi-narrative description (right) during
inference
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Figure 6: The expected validation performance for
Mstatic, Manimated, Mfull (Dodge et al., 2019)
The results show that our framework performs
consistently both for Mstatic, Manimated, Mfull.
The slight decrease in object-feature accuracy of
Manimated from Mstatic is due to inclusion of mo-
tion which enforces the model to learn one extra
object-feature (motion) than Mstatic. Similarly, the
decrease in object-feature accuracy of Mfull is due
to the extra constraints over the model. However,
as we can see the relative difference between these
configurations is very less. This proves the effec-
tiveness of our proposed framework on both static
and animated scene. The accuracy also shows that
the model performs almost similarly on holistic
(both static and animated scene) generation and
disjoint (either static or animated scene) generation.
This provides the answer to RQ2 (Section 1).
The performance of each model on known and
novel combination is also noteworthy. The small
margin of accuracy between these combinations
shows our framework has a very small bias on data
pattern. This provides the answer to RQ1 (Section
1). Overall, the higher accuracy strengthens the
applicability and potential of our system for holistic
scene generation from diverse text descriptions.
7.1 Case Study
In this section, we present and analyze two particu-
lar outputs 4 from our framework in Figure 5.
On the left, we can see the generated and ground
truth static scene with corresponding narrative
scene description. As we can see, every object
feature - color, shape, size and texture matches
with the ground truth for all nine scene objects.
However, the relative positioning is not the same
as the ground truth.
On the right, we can see the generated and
ground truth animated scene with corresponding
semi-narrative scene description. As we can see,
every motion of all the six objects matches with
the ground truth and input description. However,
‘a small moving shiny cube’ has been mapped
to a ‘a small blue moving shiny cube’ whereas
ground truth scene is ‘a small yellow moving shiny
cube’. Our framework successfully maps the tex-
ture, shape and size mentioned for this object. As
the color of the cube was not mentioned in the
input, it was impossible to infer the ground truth
information, hence the generated animated scene
is correct with respect to the given information.
4More example available at- https://github.com/
oaishi/3DScene_from_text.
Figure 7: Attention map for a successful test sample generated by our framework. Scene description and predicted
outputs are shown on X and Y axis respectively.
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A large shiny yellow sphere is rotating.
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Figure 8: Our framework allows us to control and change the scene objects even during inference
7.2 Result Analysis
In this section, We analyze if our model captures
the context correctly. For this, we focus on the out-
put of the attention layer discussed in Section 5.2.
Figure 7 shows the attention map of a successful
scene description during inference. As the value
gets closer to 1 and as the color goes closer to
white, the word is given more importance (higher
attention weight) by our model. As expected, cube,
red, color, shiny are more important while generat-
ing the first object - ‘cube’. Similarly, we can see
the words - cylinder and sphere are more impor-
tant while generating the second and third object -
‘cylinder’ and ‘sphere’ respectively. However, there
is also some false positive values. For example, the
last word ’texture’ is not much important for the
second object - ‘cylinder’.
7.3 Editability
For our third task, we explain the finer control of
our mechanism. Figure 8 reports a successful data-
point in inference. Although the scene description
of both scenes is the same, the first scene includes
an icosphere which represents a sphere in low-poly
graphics. The second scene includes the regular
smooth sphere used in the literature. Thus, using
the same description and same trained parameters,
our framework allows us to control and change the
settings, objects and features if needed, which is
practically more useful.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
We introduce a novel task of holistic static and
animated 3D scene generation from diverse text
descriptions. We deploy state-of-the-art natural lan-
guage architecture and observe a promising result.
We further show various analysis and strengths of
our framework. Our proposed method can jointly
generate static and animated scene with a longer
coverage of text description than reported before.
In future, we wish to deploy advanced Graph Net-
work modules, for more complex scene description
including relational description to handle relative
positioning.
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